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0. INTRODUCTION 

Let r be a discrete group of finite virtual cohomological dimension. 
Calculating the cohomology of such a group is in general a very difficult 
task. Indeed, there are very few general theorems about the cohomological 
structure of such groups. This is in contrast to the situation for a linite 
group G, where it is well known that a local approach is required, i.e., 
Syf,(G) must be considered for each prime p dividing jG/. 

In this paper we formulate a local approach for the cohomological 
analysis of the groups K An essential aspect of this is the use of Farrell 
Cohomology. Briefly, it can be described as follows. Fix an extension 

l+r’+r+G-+l, (0.1) 

where PC r is torsion-free. Now let P= Syl,(G), for some prime p 
dividing IG/. Then clearly the extension 

I+rf+r*-+P-+1 (0.2) 

defines a subgroup of index [G: Syl,(G)] in r, and it is easy to see that 
res;, defines an embedding fi(r, H),,, 4 k*(P, Z), whose image consists 
of stable elements defined in a manner analogous to the finite setting. 
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It is now evident that in any systematic treatment of the cohomology of 
discrete groups, one must first understand these local subgroups, which are 
the analogue of p-groups in finite group theory. The main result in this 
paper is a cohomological non-vanishing theorem for these groups which is 
determined (rather surprisingly) by their rational cohomology. Before 
stating the result we recall the definitions of the Euler Characteristic x(T) 
and the so-called “naive” Euler Characteristic j(T). We assume of course 
that these are well defined, i.e., that r is of type VFP or homologically 
finite. Then x(T) = x(r’)/[r : r’], where I“ G r is any torsion-free 
subgroup of finite index in r and 4(r) = J$& (- 1)’ dim H’(T, Q). Note 
that j(f ‘) = I. We have 

THEOREM 4.1. Let r he a discrete group of finite virtual cohomological 
dimension with u normaE torsion-free subgroup f’ qf index a prime power p”, 
and assume x(r,), f(r) are well defined. Then, ly F is not torsion-free 

dim,r~‘(~,EI)~IF,+~-I)~~‘[~(~)-~(~)]>O 

for at2 jE Z. 

More explicitly, we have 

COROLLARY 4.2. Under the hypotheses of 4.1, one of the following must 
occur: 

( 1) f is torsion-free and f(F) = x(T); 
(2) &(F, Z)#O V~EZ, and~(~)=~(f); 
(3) dim,p&2Z(r, Z)@F,>;~(~)--X(T)>O Vi&Z; or 
(4) dimEp N 12’+1(f,~)OiFI,>~(f)-X(r)>0 ViEZ. 

In [Bl], K. Brown analyzed the discrepancy between x(T) and z(f ), 
obtaining formulae for the difference in terms of normalizers of subgroups 
of finite order in r. For example, if we assume every non-trivial finite 
subgroup of r is contained in a unique maximal finite subgroup, then 

where @’ is a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of maximal 
finite subgroups of ZY Using this we obtain the formula in (Thm. 4.1): 

dimFD&(T, h)@ IF,+ (-I)‘-’ 
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What is perhaps most interesting about this is that rational cohomology 
information about the Weyl groups of finite subgroups of r determines a 
lower bound for the size of the torsion module fi*(r, Z). Note the par- 
ticular case r= P, a finite p-group. We simply recover the well-known fact 
that the even-dimensional cohomology of a finite p-group is non-trivial in 
every dimension [Ku]. This fact was the starting point to our analysis, 
after noticing that z(P) - x(P) = 1 - l//P/, and that this number appears 
in a representation-theoretic version of cohomological non-vanishing 
described in [A2]. 

There are two key ideas in our proof. First we reinterpret A*(r) using 
equivariant cohomology and restrict to a p-subgroup. More precisely there 
is a finite dimensional model for BT’ (r’ as in 0.1) with a G-action. Then, 
using [Al] we see that A*(r) z @,*(BI”), and fi*(rP)z &?(Br’), where 
P= Syl,(G). Next we construct a representation over ZP, M(T’) such that 
a*(P) r fi*(P, M(IT”)) and use a minimal projective resolution for this 
module over ZP to infer 4.1. We include a section (Sect. 5) with applica- 
tions of 4.1 to various discrete groups, in particular to virtually free groups 
and subgroups of &5,(Z). 

One final comment is perhaps in order. To study the cohomology of a 
group r at a prime p it is natural to use the finite p-subgroups of r, and 
indeed up to nilpotence they do detect the mod p cohomology. However, 
it is by now clear from the existence of exotic torsion in A*(r) first 
described in [Al] that the embeddings of the finite subgroups of r in a 
finite quotient group G = r/I-’ also play an important role in the Farrell 
Cohomology of r. In contrast the groups P c r contain all the p-local 
information about B*(r), and it seems plausible to expect that their 
cohomology will be closely related to the structure of their p-adic and 
modular representations. 

1. A LOCAL APPROACH TO FARRELL COHOMOLOGY 

In this section we will review the basic facts which we need about Farrell 
Cohomology. Throughout this paper we will be dealing with groups r of 
finite virtual cohomological dimension. 

DEFINITION 1.1. (1) A complete r-resolution is an acyclic complex F, 
of projective U-modules together with an ordinary projective resolution 
E: P, + Z such that F, and P, coincide in sufficiently high dimensions. 

(2) The Farrell Cohomology of r is defined as fi*(J’, Z)r 
ff*(HomAF,, 0). 
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Let r’ E r be a torsion-free subgroup of finite index. Then we can state 
the following two basic properties of Farrell Cohomology: 

[f : r’] . A*(r) s 0 (Fl) 

f?*(r) z H*(r, Z) for * > v.c.d. r. 03) 

fn [Al] an alternative definition was given for I?*(T). We recall how 
this goes. By work of Serre [Set] we can choose an admissible, finite 
dimensional r-complex X (i.e., X is contractible, and XH # @ if and only 
if HG r is finite). Then r’ acts freely on X, and .X/f’ Y BP. Now assume 
that r’ 4 r, rjr’ z G, a finite group. Then G acts on X/r’, and under the 
projection 7-c: r-+ G, the finite subgroups in r correspond in a l-1 fashion 
to the isotropy subgroups of the G-action on this complex. Noting that 
X/r’ is finite dimensional, its equivariant Tate cohomology is well defined, 
and indeed we have 

A,*(itp-yd*(r,z) (F3) 

(Also note that from above we have BT Y X/Y xG EG). 
Now suppose we have an extension as before 

1 -+f'-+r-*G-+ 1. 

Let p be a prime, p 1 1 Cl, and denote P = Syl,(G). Then we may form the 
extension 

Clearly P’ E r, and [r : P] = [G : Syl,(G)]. Furthermore, it is clear that 
I?*(P) 2 &$(X/I”). Using the usual transfer-restriction arguments in 
equivariant cohomology, we obtain 

LEMMA 1.2. 

(rest?)*: A*(r, Z)+fi(rp, Z) 

induces an inclusion 

ri*(r; ~)~~~~~*(~~,~). 

The point of this lemma is that the groups P play the role of p-Sylow 
subgroups in finite group cohomology. Therefore a necessary first step in 
analyzing A*(T) is analyzing A*(rq for all p] [r : ry, i.e., a local 
analysis. Indeed the main result we shall prove is an analogue for these 
groups of non-vanishing results for p-groups. To conclude this section we 
remark that im(resFP)* can be identified as “stable elements” in a manner 
totally analogous to the finite group case (see [C-E]) by using (F3). 
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2. EULER CHARACTERISTICS 

We start out by recalling the definitions of the Euler Characteristic and 
“naive” Euler Characteristic for discrete groups of finite v.c.d. Of course we 
require certain homological finiteness for them to be well defined, e.g., I- of 
type VFP or H*(r, Z)@ lF, totally finite for all primes p. We use the same 
notation as before. 

DEFINITION 2.1. (1) The Euler Characteristic of I- is defined as 

(2) The “naive” Euler Characteristic of r is defined as 

i(T) = f ( - 1 )i dim H’(I’, Q). 
I=0 

The invariant x(f) carries interesting information about the finite sub- 
groups of K K. Brown [Bl] showed that, if m = least common multiple of 
the orders of the finite subgroups in 17 then m .x(T) E Z. We will be 
interested in how these two invariant differ. Their discrepancy can be 
measured in terms of the torsion in K Speci~cally, Brown proved [Sl] 
that if every non-trivial subgroups of r is contained in a unique maximal 
finite subgroup, then 

i(r) -x(f) = 1 (I- &) %(NWIW, 
HE@’ 

where @’ is a set of representatives for the conjugacy classes of maximal 
finite subgroups of f. Assuming that C(y) is of finite homological type 
Vy E I’ of finite order (including l), then [B2] Brown shows in fact that 

where C is a set of representatives for conjugacy classes of elements of finite 
order. 

To put this in perspective, we introduce an invariant for ZG-cochain 
complexes. 

DEFINITION 2.2. Let C* be a ZG-cochain complex of finite homological 
type. Then we define 

yG-fC*f= IGI ,y((C*OQ)G)-~(C*OQ). 
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The main property of this invariant is 

LEMMA 2.3. Zf 

is a short exact sequence of ZG-cochain complexes of finite type, then 
IJo = ro(C’) +Yc(C”). 

Proof. Clear from the rational splitting of the sequence. u 

For later we point out that if in the above C* is ZG-free or projective, 
yc(C*) =O, and hence yJC’*)= -yc(C”‘*). Now note the following: from 
the discussion in Section 1, if C*(X/r’, Z) is homologically finite, we can 
consider the invariant 

yc,(C*(X,‘Z-7) = jG/ x(C*(X/l-‘, a)“) --x(T) 

= /G/ 2(r) - x(U 

and so 

yJc*(x/ry)= [r: r”](x”(r)-x(r)). (2.1) 

3. MINIMAL RESOLUTIONS 

In this section the finite groups G which appear will be p-groups. Let M 
be a finitely generated torsion free ZIG-module; then by definition a mini- 
mal resolution (P,, 8,) + M is a resolution such that P, is a projective of 
minimal rank mapping onto ker 8, 1 for all n 2 0. We recall 

PROPOSITION 3.1 (see [A2, SW]). A resolution P, + M is genital ifand 
only if 

rk,P, = IGI dimFO H”(G, M* 0 Fp). 

Now assume that we have a ZG-cochain complex C*. Can one define a 
“minimal resolution” for C*? As we are interested only in the homological 
properties, it suffices to find a representation M(C*) which is 
G-cohomologous to C*, (abbreviated from here on as M(C*) -G C*), i.e., 

f?*(G, M(C*))z ti*(G, C*) 

the term on the right being the usual Tate ~y~rcohomology. To achieve 
this we make use of the following elementary lemma: 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let C* be an n-dimensional G-c~cha~n complex of finite 
type. Then there exists a short exact sequence 

of ZG-cochain complexes such that 

(1) F* isfree, F*=Ofor *CO, m>n; 
(2) H’(M)=Ofor i#n. 

Applying fi*(G,-) to this, we conclude that k*(G, M*) 2 I?*-‘(G, C*). 
However, from the spectral sequence 

EFY = &‘(G, ~4{~)) =F &+“(G, M*) 

we see that fi*(G, H”(M)) z I?* +“(G, M*); hence 

fi*-“+‘(G, H”(M))r Z?*(G, C*). (3.1) 

In case G is a p-group, we have a uniquely defined Heller operator, and so 
we define 

DEFINITION 3.3. M(C*)=i2”-‘(H”(M)). 

We have constructed a ZG-lattice M(P) such that M(C*)-, C*. 
Assume now that C* = C*(Y), the cellular or simplicial cochain complex of 
a connected G-complex Y satisfying suitable finiteness conditions. Set 
M( Y) = M(C*( Y)). Then M( Y) inherits interesting algebraic properties 
from the geometry of Y. For example, M(Y) is projective if and only if Y 
is a G-free space. Similarly, we have 

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let Y be a connected G-CW complex of finite type; 
then the highest torsion in f?*(G, M( Y)) occurs in fi’(G, M(Y)), and if 
G= WPY 

exp fi”( G, M( Y)) = max { IG,I ) = P’~~@‘( ‘I). 

ProojI Here cx&M( Y)) denotes the complexity of the module M(Y). 
The first part follows from the fact that &E(Y) contains a unit for the 
multiplicative structure of the Tate equivariant cohomology ring. From 
Theorem 4.1 in [A3] we have that for elementary abelian groups this 
exponent is in fact the order of the largest isotropy subgroup. On the other 
hand, for these groups, from the fundamental work of Quillen [Q], the 
Krull dimension of the equivariant cohomology of Y and hence the com- 
plexity of the cohomologous module M(Y) must be the power of p in this 
exponent. Using this one can in fact deduce that for any finite group G our 
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construction provides a module whose complexity is determined by the 0th 
Tate cohomology group restricted to its elementary abelian subgroups. 1 

In the next sections we will apply M( ) to C*(X/r’), and analyze 
homological invariants of it. The following is an example of this construc- 
tion, which we include because it represents the first instance of a group r 
of finite v.c.d. with torsion in arbitrarily high dimensions larger than the 
least common multiple of its finite subgroups. Here f = nI( Y xG EG) (see 
[All). 

EXAMPLE 3.5. Let Y be an aspherical integral homology 3-sphere (e.g., 
an appropriate Brieskorn manifold), with a free Z/p-action. Let G = Z/p’ 
act on Y through the projection onto Z/p. Then, up to free summands, 
C*(Y) can be written as 

Here K denotes the kernel of the projection, i is a generator for G/K, 
R=l +f+ . +$-I. 

M, - (ZG)3 - ZCGIKI 
T t T 

M2 - (HG) 2 - ~CG/Kl 

Ml------+ LG - ~CGIKI 
t t n t 

I I 
1-r 

MO- ZG - Z[G/K]. n 

We get a short exact sequence 

O+H3(h4)+ZG@Z~Z+0 

from which &*(G, H3(M)) 2 fi*(G, Z/p’) and hence M(Y) -G Z/p’- 
IGOZ. 

Let us now consider a minimal resolution for M(Y), P*(Y). We have 

PROPOSITION 3.6. P,(Y) is minimal if and only if 

rk, Pi = 
IGI dim(M( Y)* 0 F,)G, i=O 

IGI dim I?;lP ‘( Y, F,), i > 0. 
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Proof Use 3.1 and the isomorphism 

ti(G, M(Y)*@F,)&A,“-‘(Y; FJ. 1 

Take a piece of a minimal resolution for M(Y): 

o+.Q”+‘(M(Y))+P,+ ‘.. +P,+M(Y)+O. 

Calculating Euler characteristic yields: 

(- l)k rkzRk+ ‘(M( Y)) + rk,M( Y) 

=IGl i (-l)jd’ 
[ 

im,PI?i,LP1(Y, [F,)+dim,p(M(Y)*@F,)G 
i=l 1 

Using the long exact sequence induced by 

o-c*(Y)& c*(Y)-d*(Y,F,)+o, 
we see that 

dim,pEi,i-1(Y,IF,)=dim,pA,i~1(Y)OIF,+dim,lEitS’(Y)OIF, 

dimIFp(M( Y)* 0 IF,)‘= dim,,H’(G, M(Y)*) @ IF, + rk,(M( Y)*)’ 

= dimPp I?;‘(Y) 0 iF,, + rk, M( Y)G. 

Substituting above yields 

PROPOSITION 3.7. 

Assuming that Y is not G-free, then M(Y) is non-projective, and hence 
Qi(M( Y)) # 0 Vj. Recall that M(Y) is obtained in two steps: first we map 
a free cochain complex of finite type onto C*(Y), such that the kernel M* 
has cohomology concentrated in the top dimension n. Note that 
yG(kf*) = (- 1)” y&H”(M)). Now M(Y) = Q”-‘(H”(M)); hence by 2.3 
and the remark after it, y&C*(Y)) = -y,(M*) = (- 1)“’ ‘y&H”(M)), and 
YG(M(Y))=(-~)“-‘YG(H”(M)). Hence ~c(WY))=~c(c*(y)). 

This yields 

COROLLARY 3.8. Let G be a finite p-group, and Y a G-CW complex 
which is of finite type and not G-free. Then 

IGl.dimEil,(Y)@[F,+(-l)‘-‘y,(C*(Y))>O VjeZ. 

(N.B. This is extended to all jEZ by applying the above to the dual 
module M(Y)*, using Tate Duality, and the fact that y,(M( Y))= 
YGt”( y)*).) 

481:149/l-13 
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4. COHOMOLOGICAL NON-VANISHING FOR DISCRETE GROUPS 

In this section we apply 3.7 to the case Y = X/T’ (as described in Sect. 1). 
We obtain 

THEOREM 4.1. Let r be a discrete group of finite virtual cohomological 
dimension with a torsion-free normal subgroup r’ of index a prime power p”. 
Then, if r is not torsion-free 

dimEP f&(r)@ F,+(-l)j~L[~(r)-~(r)]>O VjeEZ. 

Proof: The proof follows by using 3.7 and identifying 

A,*(x/rj)=fi*(r), k(c*w-7) = w rmu7 - m). I 

This can be rewritten perhaps in a more illuminating way as 

dim fiZiiul o/2)(r)@[FP> If(r)-x(r)l, (4.1) 

where s = (i(T) - x(r))/li(r) - x(r)l, provided i(r) #x(T). We obtain 

COROLLARY 4.2. Under the hypotheses of 4.1, one of the following must 
occur: 

( 1) r is torsion-free and j(r) = x(r); 

(2) fi’(r,Z)#OViEZ andi(T)=X(T); 

(3) dim,pfi2i(r)@[Fp>i(r)-X(r)>0 ViEZ; or 

(4) dim,pk2”‘(T)OIF,>X(T)-~(r)>0 ViEZ. 

Using formulae (Bl) and (B2) from Section 2, we can relate the above 
result to the structure of the lattice of finite subgroups in L’. What is rather 
surprising is that a rational invariant (j(r) - x(T)) determines a lower 
bound for the size of the Farrell Cohomology of these groups (and conse- 
quently for H*(sr,z),* 90). 

5. SOME EXAMPLES 

EXAMPLE 5.1. Let r= G, * G2 (an amalgamated product), fitting into 
an extension 1 + r’ + r + P + 1, r’ free, P a p-group. Then 

i(r)-X(r)=(l-dim H1(r',Q)P)- i+L-L 
IG,l IG2l IG3I > 
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As x(r’) ~0, x(T)<0 and so the term l/IG,/ + l/IGzl - l/IG31 ~0. The 
sign of i(r) - x(P) is determined as follows: 

~(T)-X(T)>Osl-i-l+l>dimH1(T,Q) 
IGIl /G,I IGd 

i(r)--x(r)<O*l-L-I+l<dimH’(T) 
lG,l IG,l IGjI 

j(Z)-x(T)=001 +L=--!-+--!--+dimH’(r). 
IG,l lG,l /G,I 

We obtain that if H’(T) = 0, then 

dim,pZ?2i(J’, Z)@lFF> 1 +L--i--I>0 
IGxl lG2l lG,l 

and in general for a virtually free group with H’(T) = 0, we have 

n-1 
dimFp gzi(r, Z) 0 E, > 1+ Cr : r,, , 

where r’ g F’“’ is of finite index in K 
For example, consider the subgroup f c X,(Z) given by the extension 

Here r(3) = level 3 congruence subgroup, Q8 = Syl,(SL,([F,)). Now as 
x(SL,(E)) = --l/12 and (SL,([F,)I = 24, r(3) g Fc3’. Now recall from work 
of Serre [Se21 that Z,(Z) z Z/4 *z,2 Z/6 and hence acts on a tree with 
orbit space 

It has two types vertices, with isotropy subgroups Z/6 and Z/4, and one 
edge, with isotropy b/2. The subgroup r(3) acts freely on this tree, with 
quotient a graph X2: VT S’. This space now has an SL,([F,)-action, with 
isotropy subgroups as before; hence its cellular complex has the form 

Restricting to Q, z SL,( [F,), this becomes 

O-, fJ,(r(3)) + (Q-JCQsPl21)’ -+ PXQ~P/4N30 Q[Q,/Z/2] + Q --* 0. 
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Taking invariants, it is clear that Hl(r(3))Q8 = 0; hence H’(T, Q) = 0 and 
we obtain 

dimF2 a”(r) @ [F2 b 2 ViE.Z. 

EXAMPLE 5.2. Let p be an odd prime, and E, the extraspecial p-group 
of order p2”+ I, all of whose elements have exponent p. Then 
H,(E,) z (Z/P)*~ = A. Let A act freely on X= (S1)2n through rotation, and 
pull this back to an En-action. Now denote 

it is a group of v.c.d. 2n, fitting into an extension 

1 -+Z2” -+l-,,+E,+l, 

j(r,) - x(m) = 0, and hence as f, has p-torsion, we conclude that 
Z?‘(T,, Z) # 0 Vi E Z. In particular, for n = 2 we have 

fi*u-23 Z) g 
ZIP’@ (UP15> * even 
(z,p’)“, * odd 

and if p(t) = CzzO dim Hi(r2, ‘Fp) t’ (Poincare Series), then 

p(t) = 1 + 4t + 5t2 + 5t3 + 4t4 + t5/( 1 - 2). 

See [A-C] for more on this type of group. More generally, we have that 
given an extension 

l-+T’-+T+P-+l 

with r’ torsion-free and a homologically trivial P-action on BT’, then 
m - m = (1 - l/lPI 1 ~(ro, i.e., its sign is completely determined 
by xu-7. 

EXAMPLE 5.3. Let r(3) be the level-3 congruence subgroup in X.,(Z); 
then it fits into an extension 

1 +~(~)+sL,(z)~sL,(F,)+ 1. 

Recall that ISL,(F,)( = 32(33 - 1)(3” - 3) = 24. 33 13. Denote G = 
Syl,(SL,(F,)); then IGI = 16, and it can be described as an extension 

1 +Zj8+G+L/2+ 1. 

Let r2 be given by the extension 

i-r(3)+r*+G+i. 
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We need to compute z(r’) - x(r2). As x(r(3)) = 0, then x(F’) = 0; hence 
we only need to find C,“,, ( - 1)’ dim Hi(Q3))G. However, we have that 
H’(r(3)) = 0 [Ka]; hence only H* and H3 are involved. Lee and Szczarba 
[L-S] have described these modules over SL,(F,). 

Let P,, P, be the parabolic subgroups in %,(E,), with Bore1 subgroup 
B. Denote by T,, T,, respectively, the unique one-dimensional rational 
representations (non-trivial) of P,, P, and set 

v, = T, OP, ~[S~3(53)1, Vz = I-zOp2 ‘QC%C’C,)l~ 

Then rationally, 

H*(r(3)) E v, 0 v2 (26-dimensional), 
and so 

dim, H2(P(3))G = dim,( I/, $ V,)“. 
On the other hand, 

H3(r(3)) z St, 

the 27-dimensional Steinberg module; hence 

dim, H3(r(3))” = dimq(St)G. 

To compute this, note that from the Tits Building associated to SL,(F,) we 
have a sequence 

dim, StG=dim*(~[~~~(5~)/~])G-dim*(~~~~~(~~)/P~])G 

-dimep(~[CSL,(LF,)IPz])“+ 1 

This can be done more efficiently as follows. Let pi, p, denote the 
unique index 2 subgroups in P,, P,, respectively, and consider Q [ Pi/Pi]. 
It is clear that T, @ Q z~, Q[P,/i?,]. Hence 

dim, H2(lr(3))‘+ t -dim, H’(r(3))’ 

=dim,(~[SL,(IF,)/~I])G+dim,(&P[SL3(IF,)jg,])G 

- dim*(~C~~~(~~)~~l)‘. 

These invariants can be calculated using double coset decompositions 
and Mackey’s formula. We obtain (choosing G c P,) 

dim,(Q[SL,(F,)/ii,])G = 13, dim,(Q;P[SL3([F,)/Pz])G= 5, 

dim,(Q[SL,([F,)/B])G= 13 
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and so j(r2) = 5. We immediately conclude 

dim A2j(r2) @ F, > 5 ViEZ. 

In a similar fashion we can calculate x(r3), x(r13), yielding: 

0 = i(f-3) = i(f’3) 

(note that ISL,(F,)I = 24 .33. 13). On the one hand, S,(Z) has 3-torsion; 
hence we get 

Ai #O for all iE Z; 

as it has no 13-torsion, clearly Z-l3 is torsion-free and A*(f 13) ~0. 
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